ACROSS
1. Henry VIII in Donizetti’s "Anna Bolena," e.g.
6. Prefix with data
10. Exam with a max score of 1520
14. Big name in termite treatments
15. Pinnacle
16. Eggnog season
17. Possible 24 Down trigger
19. Ted Williams’s 1,839, briefly
20. "Don’t even go there ..."
21. Cleanser once pitched by Josephine the Plumber
22. Sioux leader?
23. Signal that may allay anxiety
27. "Gimme ___!" (start of a Hoosier cheer)
28. Garfunkel or Linkletter
29. Broadcast component
30. Hit hard
31. NHL team with a 1970s forward line nicknamed "The French Connection"
34. Forever ___
35. ___ Hirobumi (first prime minister of Japan)
36. Studio-tour conveyance, often
37. Climactic "Carrie" setting
38. In a bit
39. Article in a notable JFK quote
40. Spherical bacterium, informally
42. Queen of fiction
44. Pose
45. Tree that yields ersatz chocolate
46. Microwave
47. "Headbangers Ball" channel, once
48. Sea traversed by those splitting Split?
50. Droll commentator
53. Emulate Plyushkin in Gogol’s "Dead Souls"
55. Windflower
57. Case holding diminutive scissors
58. Possible 24 Down trigger
61. Greeting in Grenoble
62. Occupant of the Cleveland Browns’ "pound"
63. Less than

DOWN
1. Molded ice-cream dessert
2. Ornate tapestry
3. Loses traction
4. ___ Valley (Reagan Library locale)
5. How some risky behavior is set in motion
6. Taj ___
7. Dermis opening
8. Coveted diving score
9. Stump creator
10. Ill-intentioned torchbearer, briefly
11. Possible 24 Down trigger
12. Poor diplomat, say
13. Something juries hear
18. Europeans of the Iron Age
21. Reduce in size, as a photo
24. Anxiety source suggested by this puzzle’s title
25. Cheese with a red coat
26. Direct
28. Escort’s offer
31. Show tune with the lyric "I can’t get warm without your hand to hold"
32. Contemplative subject for Rembrandt
33. Possible 24 Down trigger
37. Sixth in a Tudor series
38. Gran Paradiso, e.g.
40. Fish related to the pompano and the amberjack
41. Youngest Lincoln son
42. Web issue
43. Garden pest with netlike patterns on its body and wings
49. Having a kick, maybe
50. Four-time Masters winner
51. Joins the poker game
52. Architect who co-designed Prague’s "Dancing House"
54. Mexican waterways
56. Former U.S. poet laureate Van Duyin
58. Most Padres home games are played on it, for short
59. Belly-laugh syllable
60. Have yet to pay
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